
RACQUET RESTRING PRICE LIST 

 

Pro’s Pro Synthetic Gut 15L 1.35mm, white, a robust solid core string wrapped with a 

super-elastic filament layer offering an economical balance between durability and 

playability.            £15 

Pro’s Pro Vendetta 16L 1.25mm, silver, a super soft polyester monofilament string 

featuring a good combination of durability, control and power whilst being considerably more 

arm friendly than traditional polyester strings.       £15 

Apollo Competition Poly 1.30mm, gold, economical monofilament polyester for durability, 

control and performance.   £15 

Tecnifibre Synthetic Gut 15 1.35mm, black, great value solid core with single wrap and 

anti-abrasion coating providing excellent all round performance. Ideal also as a cross string 

to partner Head Sonic Pro or Babolat RPM Blast mains in a hybrid setup.  £17 

Wilson Synthetic Gut Control 16 1.30mm, natural, very popular solid core with single 

wrap providing a great balance of power, playability & durability.    £17 

Electre Venom Plus 17 1.25mm, yellow, firm monofilament polyester for durability, control 

and performance. Ideal for aggressive baseliners.   £17 

Electre Destroyer 16 1.30mm, white, soft monofilament co-polymer, gear shaped and 

twisted for ultimate spin, control and performance.   £18 

Signum Pro Plasma HEXtreme Pure 17 1.20mm, clear white, soft composition 

monofilament polyester for feel with durability featuring a hexagonal profile for extra spin 

and control. Great combination of power, spin & playability.    £18 

Wilson Sensation 16 1.30mm, natural, one of the most popular and economical 

multifilaments ever made providing excellent comfort and power with feel.  £20 

Head Sonic Pro 17 1.25mm, black, soft composition monofilament co-polymer polyester 

for a great balance between control, power, feel & durability.    £20 

Yonex PolyTour Pro 17 1.25mm, graphite, a durable monofilament co-polymer polyester 

offering a slightly softer feel than traditional poly strings. Very spin-friendly with a good 

balance of feel and control and pre-stretched for improved tension maintenance. As used by 

Nick Kyrgios & Martina Hingis, voted Poly of the Year 2014 on Stringforum.net. £20 

Babolat RPM Blast 16 1.30mm, black, a perennial favourite as used by Rafael Nadal and 

Stanislas Wawrinka, silicon coated octagonal profile high density co-polyester for power, 

durability and maximum spin potential.      Now only £23 

Yonex Tour Super 850 Pro Synthetic Gut 16 1.32mm, white, multifilament core with 

double winding nylon wraps and Yonex 'Power-Spin’ coating for superior spin while 

maintaining the response and feel of natural gut. One of the very best of its type featuring 

excellent tension maintenance and optimized playability giving superb comfort and 

performance.           £25 



Hybrid Stringing (Polyester main string for durability with synthetic gut cross string for 

increased feel & comfort) 

Apollo Competition Poly main with 
Pro’s Pro/Tecnifibre/Wilson/Yonex cross   £15 - £20 
 

Electre Venom Plus main with 
Pro’s Pro/Tecnifibre/Wilson/Yonex cross   £16 - £21 
 

Signum Pro Hextreme main with 
Pro’s Pro/Tecnifibre/Wilson/Yonex cross   £17 - £22 
 

Head Sonic Pro/Yonex PolyTour Pro main with 

Pro’s Pro/Tecnifibre/Wilson/Yonex cross   £18 - £23 
 

Babolat RPM Blast main with 

Pro’s Pro/Tecnifibre/Wilson/Yonex cross   £19 - £24 

Any other string of your choice can be supplied– please phone for price/availability. 

Stringing with string supplied     £13 

 

Grips  Electre Dura Grip (standard thickness, white)    £2.50 

  Pro’s Pro ribbed (various colours)     £2.50 

  Electre Dura Grip Extra Thick (yellow or orange)   £3.00 

Yonex (various colours)       £3.00 

Wilson Cushion-Aire Classic Sponge or Perforated (black)  £5.00 

Overgrips  Pro’s Pro (black)  `      £1.50 

  Babolat (various colours)       £2.00 

(All grips/overgrips fitted free of charge on request)  

 

Racquet weighting/balancing/matching and grip enlargement service – please phone 

to discuss. 

 (Prices as at April 2016) 
 

Call John Currie on 07745 625716 

 

      


